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Impact of In-Cell and In-Vitro Crowding on the Conformations and
Dynamics of an Intrinsically Disordered Protein
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Abstract: The conformations and dynamics of proteins can be
influenced by crowding from the large concentrations of
macromolecules within cells. Intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) exhibit chain compaction in crowded solutions in vitro,
but no such effects were observed in cultured mammalian cells.
Here, to increase intracellular crowding, we reduced the cell
volume by hyperosmotic stress and used an IDP as a crowding
sensor for in-cell single-molecule spectroscopy. In these more
crowded cells, the IDP exhibits compaction, slower chain
dynamics, and much slower translational diffusion, indicating
a pronounced concentration and length-scale dependence of
crowding. In vitro, these effects cannot be reproduced with
small but only with large polymeric crowders. The observa-
tions can be explained with polymer theory and depletion
interactions and indicate that IDPs can diffuse much more
efficiently through a crowded cytosol than a globular protein of
similar dimensions.

Introduction

Experiments, theory, and simulations indicate that an
environment crowded with high concentrations of macro-
molecules can affect the conformations, dynamics, and folding
kinetics of proteins and other biological macromolecules.[1]

However, most biophysical studies have been carried out
under chemically well-defined solution conditions in the test
tube. Since these conditions do not mirror the complexity of
metabolites and macromolecules inside a cell,[2] increasing
efforts have been made to observe biological macromolecules
directly within cells, with methods such as fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP),[3] fluorescence corre-
lation spectroscopy[4] (FCS), ensemble[5] and single-mole-
cule[6] Fçrster resonance energy transfer (FRET), and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.[7] In many cases,
a clear impact of the intracellular milieu was detected, but in
others, the effects were subtle or absent. For instance,
a protein sensor based on fluorescent proteins linked by an

a-helical hinge showed significant compaction in E. coli and
HEK cells.[8] On the other hand, no significant influence of the
cytosol of HeLa cells on the dimensions of polyethylene
glycol (PEG)[9] and an intrinsically disordered protein
(IDP)[6c] was observed. Other studies reported a dominant
role of attractive interactions between cytosolic macromole-
cules and the sample for modulating the stabilities of different
proteins, whereas the contribution of excluded volume effects
was negligible.[10] Some of the variability in such experimental
investigations has been attributed to the competition between
excluded-volume effects and weak attractive interactions.[11]

Another contribution to this variability may be the large
differences in intracellular concentrations of macromole-
cules: previous reports range from 50–200 mgmL@1 in eu-
karyotic cells[12] to 300–400 mgmL@1 in bacteria.[13] However,
investigating this dependence systematically by directed
changes in intracellular concentrations is difficult.

Results and Discussion

Here we address this question by modulating the cell
volume, and thus the intracellular concentration of macro-
molecules via hyperosmotic stress,[9,14] and by directly com-
paring in-cell effects to crowding in vitro. Gradual water loss
may be a common process in cellular senescence,[15] making
hyperosmotically stressed cells an interesting model for such
physiological conditions. For probing the dimensions and
dynamics of biomolecules, we employ our recently developed
approach using single-molecule FRET and FCS measure-
ments in live mammalian cells.[6c] As a crowding sensor, we
use the IDP prothymosin a (ProTa). Owing to the absence of
persistent three-dimensional structure in IDPs, corresponding
to comparatively flat and featureless free energy surfaces,[16]

IDPs are expected to be particularly susceptible to changes in
their conformational distributions induced by crowding.[17]

Charge repulsion due to the large negative net charge of
@44 causes ProTa to be very expanded at physiological ionic
strength,[18] and attractive interactions with cellular compo-
nents were found to be negligible,[6c] making it an ideal system
for probing nonspecific excluded volume effects. Indeed,
previous observations in vitro revealed a pronounced com-
paction of ProTa upon crowding with polyethylene glycol.[17]

It thus came as a surprise that no effect on its dimensions was
observed for ProTa in live eukaryotic cells.[6c] In cells with
osmotically reduced volume, however, crowding effects
become detectable, and our single-molecule approach allows
us to probe the length- and timescale dependence of viscosity
in cells and in vitro from nano- to micrometers and from
nano- to milliseconds.
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ProTa was site-specifically labeled via Cys residues and
maleimide chemistry at positions 1 and 56 with Atto 532 and
Biotium CF680R as FRET donor and acceptor fluorophores,
respectively. Labeled ProTa was microinjected into the
cytosol of adherent HeLa cells (Figure 1a). As reported
previously,[6c] the dimensions of ProTa are virtually un-
changed upon injection into cells compared to in vitro
conditions at the same ionic strength, but translational
diffusion is slowed down by a factor of ca. 1.5 (Figure 2b,d),
reflecting a slightly increased intracellular viscosity. These
observations suggest that crowding effects in HeLa cells
under the usual near-physiological growth conditions are too
small to induce detectable changes in ProTa dimensions. In
previous experiments in vitro, however, ProTa exhibited
compaction by up to ca. 30 % upon crowding with PEG, and
clear effects on ProTa dimensions were detectable even at
PEG volume fractions of only 5 to 10%.[17] We thus
hypothesized that even a moderate increase in intracellular
crowder concentrations might suffice for the crowding effects
on ProTa to become similarly prominent in cells.

To increase intracellular crowding, HeLa cells were
subjected to hyperosmotic stress by adding to the cell culture
medium PEG 400, an uncharged polymer that does not cross
the cell membrane[20] and thus causes the osmotic efflux of
water. Addition of 20 % (w/v) PEG 400 to the medium caused

a contraction of the cell volume within a few minutes by
approximately 50 %, which remained stable afterwards (Fig-
ure 1c,d). Injection of ProTa into such osmotically contracted
cells showed that the resulting increase in intracellular
crowding has a pronounced impact on the translational
diffusion, chain dimensions, and chain dynamics of the IDP,
all of which we can quantify with in-cell single molecule
spectroscopy.[6c] The largest effect was observed for the
average translational diffusion time (td) of ProTa through
the confocal volume, measured by FCS, which increased
almost 5-fold compared to uncrowded cells (Figure 2a,b)
(7 ms : 2 ms vs. 1.5 ms : 0.2 ms, respectively; mean : s.d.
unless otherwise specified). The mean FRET efficiency of
ProTa increased from 0.34: 0.01 in uncrowded cells to 0.39:
0.01 in crowded cells (Figure 2c), corresponding to a compac-
tion of the chain by ca. 10% (Figure 2d). The dynamics of the
ProTa chain, quantified in terms of the reconfiguration time
(tr) from inter-dye distance fluctuations measured by nano-
second FCS[6c,21] (nsFCS), were 32 ns : 14 ns in the uncrowd-
ed cytosol, similar to ProTa in buffer (29 ns : 3 ns). In the
crowded cytosol, tr = 51 ns : 12 ns was only slightly greater
than in the uncrowded case (Figure 2e,f). Measurements of
the translational diffusion time and transfer efficiency of
ProTa in the nucleus were similar to those in the cytosol
(Supporting Information, Figure S1), as previously observed

in uncrowded cells.[6c] The aver-
age behavior of the uncharged
polymer PEG 10,000[9] labeled
for single-molecule FRET and
injected into HeLa cells was
similar to that of ProTa (Sup-
porting Information, Figure S2),
indicating that effects of ionic
strength on the intracellular be-
havior of ProTa are largely
absent, and supporting our pre-
vious finding that ProTa lacks
nonspecific attractive interac-
tions with cellular compo-
nents.[6c]

Two observations are partic-
ularly noteworthy: first, the ef-
fect of the cellular environment
on ProTa dimensions and dy-
namics is small in uncrowded
cells but large in crowded cells;
second, the effect on transla-
tional diffusion is much greater
than the effect on chain dimen-
sions and dynamics when
crowding in the cells is in-
creased. The first observation
suggests that the concentrations
of macromolecules in HeLa
cells under the usual culture
conditions is too low to exert
pronounced crowding effects on
ProTa. To identify these con-
centrations, we analyzed the

Figure 1. Single-molecule fluorescence measurements in live eukaryotic cells. a) Representation of the
microinjection of fluorescently labeled ProTa into adherent HeLa cells. b) Confocal fluorescence image of
HeLa cells, showing the distribution of labeled ProTa after cytosolic microinjection of the labeled protein.
Owing to its C-terminal nuclear localization signal,[19] ProTa accumulates in the nucleus of injected cells
within 10 to 20 minutes. c) Differential interference contrast (DIC) and confocal fluorescence images of
HeLa cells before and after osmotic shock with PEG 400. Since the cells’ dimensions in the lateral
direction are virtually unaffected, we estimate the relative change in volume from the contraction in axial
direction. The contour of the cells in the fluorescence images is indicated with dashed lines. d) Relative
area of cells in the axial plane after osmotic shock initiated at time t =0 (average from 8 individual cells,
mean : s.d.).
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total protein and nucleic acid content of HeLa cells using
tryptophan fluorescence, nucleobase absorbance, and the
bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay (see Supplementary
Methods). The values of 108: 25 mg mL@1 protein and 23:
5 mgmL@1 nucleic acid (Supporting Information, Table S1)
are within the range previously reported for eukaryotic
cells,[12] but much lower than the commonly quoted values of
300–400 mgmL@1 in bacteria.[13] Moreover, we must take into
account that a substantial fraction of intracellular proteins are
membrane-associated.[22] For HEK 293-F cells, e.g., which
have similar total protein and nucleic acid concentrations as
HeLa cells, the concentration of soluble cytoplasmic proteins
we identified was only about 25 mgmL@1 (Supporting In-
formation, Table S1). In view of these results, it is thus not
entirely surprising that we do not observe pronounced
crowding effects on ProTa in eukaryotic cells without hyper-
osmotic stress. Yet, reducing the cell volume about twofold by
hyperosmotic stress increased crowding sufficiently for af-
fecting both the dimensions and dynamics of ProTa consid-
erably.

This more crowded environment, however, changed the
molecular properties we monitor by single-molecule spec-
troscopy to very different extents: The chain dynamics and
dimensions of ProTa were only moderately affected under
both conditions. Translational diffusion, in contrast, was
strongly affected in the hyperosmotically crowded cells
(Figure 2d,f), demonstrating that the influence of the intra-
cellular environment on the dynamics and dimensions of
proteins is highly length-scale dependent.[4, 23] For chain
dimensions and dynamics, the relevant length scale is in the
low nanometer regime; for translational diffusion monitored
by confocal fluorescence detection, it is in the micrometer
range. These length scale-dependent effective viscosities are
likely to result from the characteristic sizes of intracellular
crowders or cellular structures that impede diffusion, many of
which are larger than a few nanometers but smaller than
a micrometer.

To further investigate this length-scale dependence, we
used two other molecules with very different sizes, the small
fluorophore Atto 532 and the homotetrameric protein b-
glucuronidase (GUS, labeled with Atto 532) (Figure 3a).
ProTa and GUS have similar hydrodynamic radii, but GUS is
a 280-kDa folded globular protein, whereas the 12-kDa
ProTa is completely disordered and highly expanded.[18]

Upon injection into HeLa cells, Atto 532 exhibited a similar
diffusional slowdown as ProTa : in uncrowded cells, diffusion
was ca. 1.7 times slower than in vitro; in crowded cells,
diffusion was ca. 7.6 times slower (Figure 3b). In contrast,
GUS diffused ca. 2.8 times more slowly in uncrowded cells but
ca. 15 times more slowly in crowded cells (average values).
Evidently, the flexible IDP can move through the crowded
cellular environment much more efficiently than the rigid
GUS.

Performing experiments directly in the cellular environ-
ment is obviously the biologically most relevant approach, but
the options for systematically varying the degree of crowding

Figure 2. Effect of intracellular crowding on the translational diffusion,
dimensions, and chain dynamics of ProTa. a) FCS curves and b) rela-
tive diffusion times of ProTa in vitro, in the cytosol of uncrowded and
crowded (i.e. osmotically stressed) HeLa cells (all relative to the in
vitro value). The shaded bands in (a) represent the s.d. of the
measurements. c) Examples of transfer efficiency histograms and
d) relative dimensions of ProTa in vitro, and in the cytosol of
uncrowded and crowded HeLa cells (expressed in terms of the
apparent radius of gyration, Rg, see the Supporting Information,
Methods). e) nsFCS measured in crowded cells and f) relative chain
reconfiguration times of ProTa in vitro, and in the cytosol of
uncrowded and crowded HeLa cells. The fences in the box plots
indicate the data range, the box spans the first to third quartile, the
white line indicates the median, and the black line the mean value.
Numbers of in-cell measurements for a–d: uncrowded cells: 8;
crowded cells: 6; e,f : uncrowded cells: 44; crowded cells: 33. The
Kolmogorow–Smirnow test was used to assess the statistical signifi-
cance of differences between mean values (**P<0.01, ***P<0.001).

Figure 3. Translational diffusivity of molecules of different sizes in the
cytosol of HeLa cells. a) Hydrodynamic radii (Rh) and molecular
masses of ProTa, Atto 532, and GUS with their structures. b) Diffusion
times, td, of ProTa, Atto 532, and GUS, in vitro in the absence of
crowders, in-cell and in crowded cells, relative the diffusion time in
vitro, td0. Numbers of in-cell measurements for Atto 532: uncrowded
cells: 16; crowded cells: 13; ProTa : uncrowded cells: 8; crowded cells:
6; GUS: uncrowded cells: 16; crowded cells: 13. The fences in the box
plots indicate the data range, the box spans the first to third quartile,
the white line indicates the median, and the black line the mean value.
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and the composition of crowders for biophysical investigation
are limited. It is thus of interest to compare the behavior in
cells with chemically well-defined conditions in vitro mim-
icking the cellular environment. We had previously inves-
tigated the effect of crowding with PEG of very different
degrees of polymerization on the dimensions of IDPs,
including ProTa.[17] Here we thus focus on ethylene glycol
(EG), PEG 400, and PEG 35000, representing a small,
medium-size, and large crowder, respectively.

As reported previously,[17] the effect on the Rg of ProTa at
fixed volume fraction of crowder increases with the degree of
polymerization of PEG: EG has little effect, PEG 400 leads to
some, and PEG 35,000 to a pronounced compaction of ProTa

(Figure 4a). This trend is opposite to the prediction of the
commonly used scaled particle theory,[24] which approximates
protein and crowders as solid spheres.[2a] However, our
observations are well described by a renormalized Flory–
Huggins theory[17,25] (Figure 4a), which explicitly accounts for
the polymeric properties of both crowder and IDP, including
the interpenetration between chains and excluded volume
screening in the semidilute regime (which for PEG 35,000
starts already below 5% volume fraction[26]). The small effect
on Rg in uncrowded cells resembles the results in small
concentrations of EG or PEG 400, but 20 % PEG 400 or 10%

PEG 35000 are required to mimic the effects in crowded cells.
We note that mixtures of PEG 400 and PEG 35,000 had
approximately additive effects (Figure 4a) and were also well
described by renormalized Flory–Huggins theory.[17, 25]

To quantify the effect of different crowder sizes on the
dynamic properties of ProTa, we first monitored translational
diffusion of ProTa by FCS (Figure 4b), which reports on
molecular motion on the micrometer length scale. EG and
PEG 400 caused a diffusional retardation well accounted for
by the change in bulk viscosity of the corresponding solutions,
but ca. 20% (v/v) PEG 35,000 reduced diffusion only ca. 7-
fold (Figure 4b), an order of magnitude less than expected
from the 100-fold increase in bulk viscosity (Supporting
Information, Figure S3). This discrepancy indicates a large
dependence of the viscosity on the length scale probed. While
the bulk viscosity is measured on length scales that are orders
of magnitudes greater than the characteristic lengths in the
polymer solution, the nanometer-sized ProTa senses the
viscosity on microscopic length scales. PEG molecules that
are comparable to or smaller than ProTa’s Kuhn segment
affect its diffusion like a different solvent, whereas larger
PEG molecules give rise to a mesh-like matrix that is
permeable to ProTa but not to the macroscopic probes used
to quantify the bulk viscosity of the solution. As a result,
macroscopic viscosities for solutions of large PEGs are much
higher than the ones probed by ProTa.

We can describe the experimentally observed diffusion
times with the theory of Tuinier et al.[27] (Supporting Infor-
mation, Eq. S7), which accounts for the size of the probe
molecule in a polymer solution and the effect of depletion
between the probe and the polymer in solution. However, for
quantitative agreement, a smaller apparent radius had to be
used in the theory for ProTa (1.3 nm) than the hydrodynamic
radius measured in dilute solution (4.4 nm; Figure 4b;
Supporting Information, Figure S3). This finding is reminis-
cent of previous observations for another IDP in vitro[26] and
supports the conclusion that translational diffusion of highly
flexible IDPs in a crowded solution is facilitated by reptation-
like processes, that is, the meandering motion of the IDP
through the polymer meshwork as the entanglement concen-
tration is approached.[28] Using close to 20 % PEG 35,000 or
mixtures of 10% PEG 35,000 with 10–20% PEG 400 led to
similar values of td as observed in crowded cells (Figure 4).

A second observable reflecting the dynamics of ProTa is
its reconfiguration time, tr, measured by nsFCS, which probes
chain dynamics on the nanometer scale of molecular dimen-
sions. The effects on tr are remarkably different from those on
translational diffusion and illustrate the pronounced length-
scale dependence of crowding (Figure 4c): tr did not change
by more than ca. 2-fold, even at the highest concentrations of
PEG. Moreover, the relative differences in effects between
crowder sizes were much smaller than for Rg and td. For EG
and PEG 400, the slowdown of tr scaled with bulk viscosity
(Supporting Information, Figure S4). Apparently, EG and
PEG 400 are sufficiently small for their effect on viscosity to
be uniform from nanometers to the macroscopic length scales
probed by a viscometer. However, even at the highest
concentrations of PEG 35,000, tr was similar to that in PEG
400 (Figure 4 c) and ca. 50-fold less than expected from the

Figure 4. Comparison of the dynamic and conformational behavior of
ProTa in vitro and in HeLa cells. a) Apparent radii of gyration, Rg, of
ProTa in solutions of EG, PEG 400, PEG 35,000, and mixtures of 5%
and 10% PEG 35,000 with different concentrations of PEG 400 (see
legend in b). Solid lines show fits using renormalized Flory–Huggins
theory.[17, 25] b) Relative translational diffusion times, td/td0, of ProTa in
solutions crowded with PEG. c) Chain reconfiguration times, tr, of
ProTa in PEG solutions. Solid lines in b and c show fits based on the
theory of depletion interactions[26, 27] (see the Supporting Information).
Horizontal dashed lines in (a)–(c) indicate the respective results
obtained in uncrowded (yellow) and crowded cells (red) for compar-
ison. d) td/td0 of Atto 532 (green), ProTa (blue), and GUS (red) from
FCS measurements in solutions of PEG 35000.
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bulk viscosity (Supporting Information, Figure S4). The likely
origin of this discrepancy again lies in the polymer properties
of PEG 35000: The overlap concentration of PEG 35000,
where the correlation length is of the order of the coil size, is
below 5% (v/v).[26] According to De GennesQ scaling law,[27b,29]

the correlation length, and thus the effective mesh size that
ProTa is exposed to, is therefore independent of polymer
length at the PEG 35,000 concentrations we probed. In this
regime, the volume fraction of the crowder is the only
relevant parameter, and an increase of the crowder length is
expected to have little additional effect, close to what we
observe (Figure 4c). The formalism we used for translational
diffusion (Figure 4b; Supporting Information, Eq. S7) does
not describe this behavior well. However, another relation
derived by Tuinier et al.[27] to describe the effect of polymeric
crowders on rotational diffusion (Supporting Information,
Eq. S12) provides a reasonable approximation over all
crowders and concentrations (Figure 4c), presumably be-
cause both chain reconfiguration and rotational diffusion
occur on a much faster timescale than translational diffusion,
involving only local motions without a center-of-mass trans-
lation.

A comparison of the crowding data in vitro with those in
cells shows that the small effects on Rg, td, and tr observed in
uncrowded cells can be mimicked with moderate concentra-
tions of small viscogens or crowders (Figure 4, yellow dashed
lines). However, mimicking the much larger effects observed
in the more crowded cells under osmotic stress, especially the
pronounced dependence on length scales, requires large
crowders (Figure 4, red dashed lines). Indeed, if we used
PEG 35,000 as a crowder at 10 to 20 % (w/v), the diffusivities
of ProTa, Atto 532, and GUS (Figure 4d) were close to those
we observed in cells (Figure 3). This does not imply that
crowding agents in cells resemble PEG 35,000, but the
average mesh or cavity size explored by our probes (ProTa,
GUS, free dye) in the cellular environment is in a similar
range as that of concentrated PEG 35000 solutions.

Conclusion

Altogether, our results indicate that crowding in the
cytosol of many commonly used eukaryotic cell lines is too
low for strong effects on the dimensions and dynamics of
IDPs such as ProTa. A reduction of the cell volume by only
a factor of two, however, suffices to increase crowding to
a level that pronounced changes in ProTa become detectable,
including reduced chain dimensions and slowed reconfigura-
tion dynamics. Crowding effects in the more concentrated
cytosol of bacteria, exemplified by the gain of structure in the
IDP FlgM,[30] may thus also be substantially stronger than in
eukaryotic cells. The marked length-scale dependence of
crowding effects we observe can be rationalized based on
polymer theory and depletion interactions, both of which are
expected to play an important role in the cell. A noteworthy
corollary of our findings is that IDPs diffuse faster in the cell
than folded proteins of similar hydrodynamic radius, as
previously suggested based on results in vitro,[31] which may
facilitate the target search that is essential for their functions,

e.g., as signaling or hub proteins.[32] Interestingly, crowding by
large PEGs has also been shown to increase the binding rate
and stability of complexes between IDPs, but to a lesser
extent than expected for folded proteins.[26] An interesting
direction for future investigations will thus be a systematic
comparison of protein complex stabilities in cells[33] to assess
the balance between these different contributions for intra-
cellular interactions and functions.[11]
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Supporting Information 
 

Methods 

Protein expression and labeling of protein and PEG 10,000 

Cysteine residues for the specific labeling of ProTα using maleimide chemistry were 
introduced by site-directed mutagenesis at positions 1 and 56. Prothymosin α (ProTɑ) was 
expressed recombinantly in Escherichia coli BL21 and purified with a Ni-NTA column as 
previously described[1]. ProTɑ was sequentially labeled with Atto 532 maleimide (ATTO-TEC 
GmbH) as a donor and Biotium CF680R maleimide (Biotium Inc.) as an acceptor dye. The 
Förster radius for the dye pair was calculated to be 5.7 nm. β-glucuronidase (GUS) was 
labeled with Atto 632 and purified as described by Ruggeri et al.[2]. Bis-mercapto PEG (MW 
10'000, Rapp Polymere) was labeled sequentially with Atto 532 and CF680R maleimide, 
respectively, in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, and after each labeling step purified 
by reversed-phase HPLC (Reprosil Gold 200 C18, Dr. Maisch GmbH). 
 

Single-molecule FRET measurements in HeLa cells and in vitro 

Instrumentation 

Single-molecule fluorescence measurements were performed on a MicroTime 200 
instrument (PicoQuant) using an Olympus IX71 microscope body[1]. The sample was excited 
using a 532-nm continuous-wave laser (LaserBoxx LMX-532S, Oxxius) at 50 μW of excitation 
power, as measured at the back aperture of the objective. The laser was focused into the 
sample with an Olympus UplanApo 60×/1.20-W objective (Olympus), and emitted photons 
from the sample were collected through the same objective. Scattered excitation light was 
eliminated with a long-pass filter (LP532, Chroma Technology) before the emitted photons 
passed a 100-μm confocal pinhole. The emitted photons were then separated into four 
channels, with a polarizing beam splitter and two dichroic mirrors (635DCXR, Chroma 
Technology), and further filtered using an ET585/65m band pass (Chroma Technology) for 
the donor channels, and LP647RU and HC750/SP filters (Chroma Technology) for the 
acceptor channels. Photons were detected using four SPCM-AQR-15 single-photon 
avalanche diodes (PerkinElmer). The arrival times of detected photons were recorded with 
four channels of a HydraHarp 400 counting module (PicoQuant) with a resolution of 16 ps. 
The objective was mounted on a piezo stage combination (P-733.2 and PIFOC, Physik 
Instrumente GmbH) to enable 3D sample scans. 
 

Cell culture 

HeLa cells (American Type Culture Collection) were cultured as previously described[1]. One 
day before a single-molecule experiment, 2 × 105 HeLa cells in 4 ml phenol red–free  
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) were pipetted into a microscopy dish (35-mm 
glass-bottom dishes, Ibidi). Prior to the experiment, the glass surface was coated using a 
poly(l-lysine) solution (0.01% in H2O, Sigma). The seeded cells were incubated overnight (37 
°C, 5% CO2) until they became adherent. Prior to single-molecule measurements, the 
medium was exchanged with Hanks balanced salt solution (HBSS without Ca2+/Mg2+, Sigma). 
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Microinjection 

Protein solutions were injected into HeLa cells using a Xenoworks microinjection system 
(Sutter Instrument) as described previously[1]. The pressure pulses (0.3 - 0.5 bar, 30 - 50 ms) 
for the injections were delivered by a custom-built injector. The sample was injected into 
cells using Femtotips II capillaries (Eppendorf). All protein samples for injections contained 
0.005% Tween 20 (Pierce) to reduce adsorption of protein to the capillary and to any 
container surfaces used during dilution. Solutions for injection contained labeled protein at 
concentrations of 10 - 20 nM. 
 

In-cell FRET measurements 

Single-molecule FRET efficiency histograms of ProTα in living cells were acquired by injecting 
samples with a protein concentration of 10 nM into the cytosol or nucleus of HeLa cells 
essentially as described previously[1]. All experiments with ProTα were performed at 22 °C, 
and each data point was collected in a different cell. For experiments under crowded cellular 
conditions using hyperosmotic stress, the cells were incubated with 20 % PEG 400 in HBSS 
just before the experiment. For subsequent experiments, the crowded cells were exchanged 
with fresh hyperosmotically stressed cells every 45 minutes. We used PEG 400 rather than 
salt since previous work had indicated that changes in extracellular salt concentration also 
lead to changes in intracellular salt concentration[1], which ProTα is sensitive to[3]. Successful 
injections were verified by recording fluorescence images of the cells in axial and horizontal 
directions before and after injections. The confocal volume was positioned either in the 
cytosol or the nucleus of an injected cell and away from regions of high cellular 
autofluorescence. For each injected cell, data were acquired for 3 min, until most of the 
injected protein was photobleached. Time-resolved measurements of transfer efficiencies 
during the initial phase of cell contraction[4] (Fig. 1d) were not attempted since contraction 
occurs on a similar time scale as the acquisition of a FRET efficiency histogram. We thus 
focused on measurements during the time when no volume changes occurred. 
 

FCS measurements in vitro 

FCS measurements for determining the translational diffusion times of ProTɑ, Atto 532, and 
β-glucuronidase in different PEG solutions (ethylene glycol, PEG 400, PEG 6000, PEG 35’000) 
were carried out with sample concentrations of 100 pM in HBSS (without Ca2+/Mg2+) with 
0.001% Tween 20 and PEG concentrations between 0 – 20 % (w/v) at pH 7.2. Volume 
fractions for PEG solutions were calculated from these concentrations using the densities of 
pure PEG[5]. Bulk viscosities of the solutions (Supplementary Table S2) were measured with a 
digital rotational viscometer (DV-I+; Brookfield). FCS data were recorded for 30 min for each 
sample. 
 

Nanosecond fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (nsFCS) 

nsFCS measurements in cells were performed by injecting 20 nM ProTα in HBSS (without 
Ca2+/Mg2+), containing 0.005% Tween 20. Injections and measurements were performed as 
described above. Owing to the poorer photon statistics for interphoton times in the 
nanosecond range, the measurements require a substantially larger total number of photons 
to be detected than for FRET efficiency histograms. To achieve sufficient statistics, we thus 
averaged the results of 44 single-cell measurements under uncrowded conditions (total 
acquisition time of 2.2 h) and of 33 single-cell measurements under 
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crowded/hyperosmotically stressed conditions (total acquisition time of 1.65 h). Control 
measurements in buffer were carried out with protein concentrations of 500 pM in HBSS 
(without Ca2+/Mg2+) with 0.001% Tween 20 for 2 h. 
 

Data analysis 

Transfer efficiency histograms 

Fluorescence bursts from individual molecules were identified by binning the photon 
trajectory into 1-ms bins. Bins with at least 40 – 100 photons, with a threshold depending on 
the intensity of the background signal, and a maximum of 10’000 photons were selected and 
contiguous bins combined. Since the background decreased during in-cell measurements 
owing to photobleaching, the photon trajectory was split into shorter intervals where the 
background was approximately constant. Detected bursts from each interval were summed 
up to construct the final transfer efficiency histogram. The transfer efficiency of each burst 
was calculated according to E = nA/(nA + nD), where nD and nA are the numbers of donor and 
acceptor photons, respectively, corrected for background in the corresponding interval, 
acceptor direct excitation, channel cross-talk, differences in detector efficiencies, and 
quantum yields of the dyes[1]. Subpopulations in transfer efficiency histograms were 
approximated with Gaussian (G) and four-parameter log-normal (L) peak functions for 
symmetric and asymmetric peaks. Transfer efficiency histograms of ProTα and PEG 10,000 
were fitted using a log-normal peak function for the donor-only population and a Gaussian 
peak function for the FRET-labeled population. 
 

Interdye distances and radii of gyration 

Dimensions of labeled ProTα and PEG 10,000 were calculated from the measured transfer 
efficiencies as described before[1]. Briefly, the measured mean transfer efficiency, 〈�〉, can 
be expressed as a function of the distance dependence of the transfer efficiency, �(�), 
weighted by the normalized dye-to-dye distance distribution, �(�), sampled by the chain, 
 

 〈�〉 = � �(�)�(�)�� Eq. S1 

with 

 �(�) =
1

1 + (�/��)�
 Eq. S2 

 
where �� is the Förster radius, 5.7 nm for Atto 532/CF680R[1]. We assumed a Gaussian chain 
model for the distribution of distances, �(�), 
 

 �(�) = 4��� �
3

2�〈��〉
�

�/�

��� �−
3��

2〈��〉
� Eq. S3 

 
where 〈��〉 is the mean squared interdye distance[6]. These equations were solved for 〈��〉 
numerically and then converted to the apparent mean radius of gyration, ��, of the chain or 

chain segment using 
 

 ��
� =

〈��〉

�
. Eq. S4 
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We note that the Gaussian chain distribution can lead to an overestimation of chain 
dimensions for low transfer efficiencies[7]. However, in the range of transfer efficiencies 
observed here, the difference compared to more accurate polymer models is negligible, so 
for consistency with previous work[1, 5], we use the same analysis here. We also note that the 
conversion according to Eq. S4 is a rough approximation[8] and only represents the protein 
segment between the labeling sites, which is why we qualify the radii of gyration as 
‘apparent’. 
 

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 

The diffusion time of the labeled proteins was extracted from FRET experiments by 
correlating the fluorescence intensity fluctuations using 
 
 

���(�) =
〈��(�)��(� + �)〉�

〈��(�)〉�〈��(�)〉�
 Eq. S5 

 
with i, j = A, D (A = acceptor, D = donor), and where ��(�) and ��(� + �) are the fluorescence 

count rates in the detector channels � and � at time � and after a lag time �, respectively. 
〈… 〉� denotes the time average. The resulting cross-correlation curves were fitted according 
to König et al. [1] to obtain the translational diffusion time ��. 
 

Nanosecond fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (nsFCS) 

Donor and acceptor autocorrelation curves and cross-correlation curves between acceptor 
and donor channels were calculated as described earlier[1, 9]. The analysis was performed 
subpopulation-specifically[9b], i.e., only photons originating from the FRET population were 
used for the analysis, and photons from the donor-only population were excluded. In this 
way, signal from contribution other than molecules labeled with both donor and acceptor 
dyes is minimized, resulting in more pronounced amplitudes in the anticorrelated 
crosscorrelation function expected for distance dynamics[6, 9b] and more accurate 
reconfiguration times. The resulting auto- and cross-correlation curves were fitted globally 
up to a delay time of 1 μs, and the extracted time constant of the chain dynamics was 
converted into a chain reconfiguration time �� according to Gopich et al.[10]. 
 

Analysis of the diffusion and dynamics of proteins in crowded solutions 

The motion of proteins in crowded solutions was analyzed using the approach of Tuinier et 
al.[11] and Lekkerkerker and Tuinier[12], as described in detail recently[13]. According to the 
Stokes-Einstein relation, the translational diffusion coefficient � of a spherical particle with 
radius � is 
 

 � =
���

��������
 , Eq. S6 

 
where ��� is thermal energy, and ����� is the bulk viscosity of the solution, as measured 
macroscopically by a viscometer. However, in a crowded solution, a particle experiences a 
different microscopic viscosity than expected from ����� owing to the depletion of 
macromolecules surrounding it. In this case, ����� must be replaced by the microscopic 
viscosity, 
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 ������ = ��
�(�,�)

�(�,�)
,  Eq. S7 

 
where �� is the solvent viscosity in the absence of crowders (1.0 mPa s for water), and 
�(�, �) and �(�, �) are calculated as 
 
 �(�, �) = 2(2 + 3�)(1 + �)� − 4(1 − �)(1 + �), Eq. S8 

 

 
�(�, �) = 2(2 + 3�)(1 + �)� − 9 �1 −

�

3
−

2��

3
� (1 + �)�

+ 10(1 − �)(1 + �)� − 9(1 − �)(1 + �) + 4(1 − �)�, 

Eq. S9 

 

with � =
��

�����
  and � =

��

�
. ��, the depletion layer thickness around a sphere, is 

 

 �� = ��1 + 3
�

�
+ 2.273 �

�

�
�

�

+ −0.0975 �
�

�
�

�

�

�/�

− 1� ∙ �, Eq. S10 

 
where we use a simple relation derived by Fleer et al.[14] for the depletion layer thickness in 
semidilute polymer solutions, 
 

 ��� = ��
�� + ���. Eq. S11 

 
Here, �� = 1.07�� is the depletion layer thickness for dilute polymer solutions in good 

solvent, and � = �� �
�

�∗�
��.��

 is the correlation length, or average mesh size, in the network 

of overlapping polymers at concentration c, and an overlap concentration of �∗ =

� ��� 
�

�
���

��⁄  for a polymer with radius of gyration �� (� = �� below �∗). �� is Avogadro's 

constant and � the molar mass of the polymer. (We note that even our highest PEG 35,000 
concentrations do not exceed the entanglement concentration[15]. We thus use the term 
"reptation-like" in the main text in a broad sense to indicate the ability of disordered 
proteins to move through the mesh created by the polymer solution.) 
 The dependence of the even more local motion of ProTα chain reconfiguration on 
PEG 35'000 concentration (Fig. 4c) is neither well described by the bulk viscosity dependence 
(Fig. S4) nor by Eq. S7. We thus approximated the dependence of τr on the concentrations of 
EG, PEG 400, and PEG 35'000 by  
 

 �� = ���
(���)�

(���)�����
 , Eq. S12 

 
where τr0 is the chain reconfiguration time in the absence of crowding agents. Eq. S12 
assumes the same dependence on ϵ and λ as suggested for rotational diffusion of a spherical 
particle by Tuinier et al.[11]. R was treated as a global fit parameter and yielded a value of 
6.3 nm, similar to the Rg of ProTα. Although rotational diffusion and chain reconfiguration 
are not the same processes, they both involve no center-of-mass diffusion and are 
dominated by motional amplitudes that are small compared to the correlation length. 
Indeed, with a diffusion coefficient of ~5·10-7 cm2 s-1, translation of ProTα by a distance 
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equivalent to its size (2Rh, i.e. ~9 nm) requires about 0.3 μs, whereas the reconfiguration 
time of ProTα is ~30 ns. In this scenario, intrachain dynamics occur largely in a depleted shell 
where the surrounding polymer viscosity is only minimally perceived. 
 

Measurements of cellular protein and DNA concentrations 

The total protein concentration of different mammalian cell lines was determined by 
cultivating HeLa, HEK 293 wt, HEK 293 F, COS 7, and CHO K1 cells (American Type Culture 
Collection) in 150 ml tissue culture flasks in their optimal medium (DMEM for HeLa, HEK 293 
wt/F and COS-7 cells; Ham’s F12 medium for CHO-K1 cells), until approximately 0.5 ml of wet 
cell pellet of each cell line were obtained. The cells were lysed, and the protein 
concentration was determined as described by Wiśniewski and Gaugaz[16]. Briefly, the cell 
pellets were lysed in a 0.1 M Tris buffer pH 7.8, containing 2% SDS and 50 mM DTT, by 
vortexing them intensely and then heating the samples to 90 °C. The samples were then 
diluted in 0.1 M Tris pH 8.5, 8 M urea, and the tryptophan fluorescence was measured 
(excitation at 295 nm, emission detected at 350 nm). Based on calibration solutions of 
tryptophan, the tryptophan concentrations in the samples were estimated. Using an average 
tryptophan content in eukaryotic cell tissue of 1.17 % (by weight)[16], the total protein 
concentration of the cell pellet was estimated. The total DNA concentration was estimated 
by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm and using an extinction coefficient of 
0.02 (μg/ml)-1cm-1 [17]. For specifically determining the cytosolic protein concentration, more 
cell material was required, so HEK 293 F cells were cultivated in suspension culture until 5 ml 
of wet cell pellet was obtained. The cell pellet was processed according to Abmayr et al.[18] 
and the protein concentration in the obtained cytoplasmic extract quantified using a 
bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay.  
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Supporting Figures and Tables 
 
 

 
 

Figure S1. Comparison of in-cell measurements of translational diffusion times (τd/τd0) and 
apparent radii of gyration (Rg/Rg0) of labeled ProTα in the cytosol or the nucleus of 
uncrowded (yellow) and crowded (red) HeLa cells relative to the values in vitro. The fences in 
the box plot indicate the minimal and maximal values, the white line indicates the median 
value, and the black line the mean value. The central box spans the first to the third quartile. 
A Kolmogorow-Smirnow test showed that the mean values for cytosolic and nuclear 
measurements are not significantly different. Numbers of in-cell measurements for each set 
of conditions: τd/τd0 uncrowded: cytosol 8, nucleus 8; crowded: cytosol: 6, nucleus: 7; Rg/Rg0 
uncrowded: cytosol 8, nucleus 8; crowded: cytosol: 6, nucleus: 5. 
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Figure S2. Relative translational diffusion times (τd/τd0, left) and apparent relative radii of 
gyration (Rg/Rg0, right) of donor/acceptor-labeled PEG 10'000 in vitro in the absence of 
crowders, and injected into uncrowded and crowded HeLa cells. Both the relative 
translational diffusion times and the relative dimensions of PEG 10'000 in cells are similar to 
those of ProTα (Figure 2, Figure S1). Numbers of in-cell measurements for each set of 
conditions: τd/τd0 uncrowded: 10; crowded: 6; Rg/Rg0 uncrowded: 10; crowded: 4. 
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Figure S3. Comparison of the relative translational diffusion times, τd/τd0, of ProTα in vitro at 
different volume fractions, φ, of ethylene glycol (EG, blue), PEG 400 (gray), and PEG 35’000 
(brown) with fits using different diffusion models (see legend). The Stokes-Einstein (SE) 
relation (dotted lines) approximates the effect of EG and PEG 400 reasonably well but fails 
for PEG 35'000. The results with both EG, PEG 400, and PEG 35'000 can be explained by 
depletion effects[11, 13], but the apparent hydrodynamic radius of ProTɑ had to be chosen 
smaller (1.3 nm, solid lines) than the measured hydrodynamic radius (4.4 nm, dashed lines), 
suggesting efficient reptation-like motion of ProTα through the crowded solution. 
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Figure S4. Comparison of the relative chain reconfiguration time, τr/τr0, of ProTα (symbols) 
and bulk viscosity (lines) as a function of the volume fraction, φ, of EG (blue), PEG 400 (gray), 
and PEG 35’000 (brown). The chain dynamics of ProTɑ in EG and PEG 400 scale 
approximately with the bulk viscosity of the solution. However, τr of ProTɑ in PEG 35’000 is 
much lower than expected from the bulk viscosity. 
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Supplementary Tables 
 

 
Supplementary Table 1. Total protein and nucleic acid 
concentrations of commonly used cell lines. The cytosolic 
protein concentration of HEK 293-F cells is displayed in 
brackets (bold). 

Cell line Total 
protein 
conc. 
(mg/ml) 

s.d. 
(mg/ml) 

Nucleic 
acid conc. 
(mg/ml) 

s.d. 
(mg/ml) 

HeLa 108 25 23 5 

HEK 293 wt 90 32 11 2 

HEK 293-F 108 (25) 28 (5) 18 4 

COS-7 64 15 21 4 

CHO-K1 123 12 25 5 

 
 

 
Supplementary Table 2. Measured viscosities of solutions used for in-vitro 
measurements. 
 
Ethylene 
Glycol 

 PEG 400  PEG 35'000  

Conc. (g/ml) ηbulk (Pa s) Conc. (g/ml) ηbulk (Pa s) Conc. (g/ml) ηbulk (Pa s) 
0 0.00099 0 0.00099 0 0.00099 
0.049 0.00105 0.049 0.00121 0.024 0.00252 
0.097 0.00118 0.097 0.00151 0.047 0.00554 
0.146 0.00135 0.145 0.00187 0.071 0.011 
0.194 0.00152 0.194 0.0024 0.094 0.0185 
0.243 0.00171 0.242 0.00306 0.10 0.0233 
0.291 0.00195 0.290 0.00381 0.20 0.1222 
0.340 0.00221 0.339 0.00487   
0.388 0.00257 0.387 0.00638   
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